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The Goal of the Project

To create psychiatric 
medication algorithms to help 
us practice evidence-based 
medicine and individualized 
treatment.



What the Algorithms Are and What 
They Aren’t

They Are
Evidence-based
Peer reviewed before 
publication

They Are Not
Aimed to address all the other 
factors that make up treatment



What Has the Project Produced?

● 17 Algorithms in peer reviewed journals involving 29 
authors

● Many book chapters and one recent book of algorithms
● Over 200 presentations across the US and in 7 other 

countries
● 17 residents were taught through co-authoring algorithms
● A free website started over 20 years ago



Evidence-based Practice is Hard to 
Achieve

But evidence supports a very small group of 
antidepressants for first line use. Our algorithm supports 3. 

Evidence: 17 different antidepressants were used as 
first line treatment in a world-wide study of 250 million 
prescriptions by Hripsak et al.





Three Major Obstacles

● Information overload

● Forgetting

● Cognitive biases 



What are Cognitive Biases?

Predictable thinking errors which lead 
us to make decisions which are not 
optimal



Cognitive Bias Examples

● Relying on a “switch strategy” led to increased 
complications for patients*

● People underestimate the variability in small samples. 

* Singh 2022
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Algorithm can Help Overcome 
These Obstacles

● Information overload

● Forgetting

● Cognitive biases 



Now a Look at the 
Website

It works fine on a cellphone



Dr. Osser will 
present 
highlights 
from many of 
these in this 
hour. After the 
break he will 
present the 
Bipolar 
Depression 
algorithm in 
detail.











Takeaways
● Algorithms reduce workload, remind us 

of options and help us avoid cognitive 
biases. This supports evidence-based 
practice.

● This project has 13 algorithms freely 
available on the web at 
psychopharm.mobi


